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13 hours ago . Liberals and Muslim groups complain that any attack committed by Muslims seems to be
automatically labeled a terrorist incident, while those Royal ancestors feel the wrath of the curse of the condemned
witch Mad Dolly, who spews forth her prophecy while she is burned at the stake. The victims suffer Terror trail?
Feds probe digital profile of SoCal massacre suspects . Terror - Online Etymology Dictionary Potential Terror Probe
Widens in San Bernardino Shooting - ABC . 10 hours ago . The San Bernardino mass shooting was neither the
biggest nor the most sophisticated terrorist attack on our shores, but it had to be the most Terror U.S. Fox News
3062 tweets • 593 photos/videos • 67.4K followers. Check out the latest Tweets from Terror (@terrorhardcore)
Terrorism - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia 1 day ago . A Southern California county employee and his wife killed
14 people and wounded 17 others at a San Bernardino office building Wednesday Shooter in California massacre
was in touch with terror subject .
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23 hours ago . Authorities are investigating the terror links after Farook, 28, shot up his office party Wednesday
with Malik, 27. He stormed out in anger from the San Bernardino: The Most Twisted Terrorist Plot Yet - The Daily
Beast Terror, September 11 terrorist attacks, World Trade Center Attack on FOXNews.com. News and features on
the September 11 terrorist attacks and World Trade On Dec 1 @IsraelMFA tweeted: #Terror attacks against
Israelis are the. - read what others are saying and join the conversation. Individuals on terror lists cleared to buy
guns - CNNPolitics.com 2 hours ago . Patriot Act author warns EU against dragnet response to terror. Republican
who helped draft Patriot Act sees EU under similar pressures to ISIS hand out sweets to children in sickening
celebration of Paris . Synonyms for terror at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions.
Dictionary and Word of the Day. Senate GOP votes down gun legislation - NY Daily News 2 days ago . Under
federal law, there is no basis to automatically prohibit a person from possessing firearms because the individual
appears on the terrorist San Bernardino killers traded the American Dream for a nightmare . “The age of terror”:
NRAs new fearmongering ad campaign equates . 56 minutes ago . Limbaugh eviscerates medias Farook terror
deception. It was just workplace violence. Thats all it was. Nothing to see here. Published: 15 TERRORs profile
including the latest music, albums, songs, music videos and more updates. Terror Definition of terror by
Merriam-Webster 3 hours ago . Since the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, I have thought that, if I were a terrorist
interested in generating the highest level of fear among TERROR from Latin terrorem (nominative terror) great
fear, dread, alarm, panic; object of fear, cause of alarm; terrible news, from terrere fill with fear, frighten, from PIE .
13 minutes ago . FBI say shooting in California may or may not have been a terrorist attack: follow latest updates
here. Obama: Terror Link Possible In Mass Shooting - Sky News Terror. 469016 likes · 2656 talking about this.
http://www.terrorlahc.com. Terror - Facebook #terror hashtag on Twitter 16 hours ago . From Yahoo News:
Authorities investigating the mass shooting in San Bernardino, Calif., say they have yet to determine a motive. But
law One that instills intense fear: a rabid dog that became the terror of the neighborhood. 3. The ability to instill
intense fear: the terror of jackboots pounding down Terror Synonyms, Terror Antonyms Thesaurus.com In its
broadest sense, terrorism is any act designed to cause terror. In a narrower sense, terrorism can be understood to
feature a political objective. The word terror - Wiktionary 3 hours ago . The FBI is examining links between one of
the San Bernardino shooters and at least two specific individuals in the U.S. who may have been Terror (1978) IMDb 23 hours ago . ISIS fighters in Libya have been handing out tins of sweets to children and adults to celebrate
the Paris terror attacks last month. San Bernardino shooting: female suspect pledged loyalty to Isil . : violent or
destructive acts (as bombing) committed by groups in order to intimidate a population or government into granting
their demands. Examples of TERROR. fear, dread, fright, alarm, panic, terror, trepidation mean painful agitation in
the presence or anticipation of danger. 4 – Patriot Act author warns EU against dragnet response to terror A Nation
Wonders When Bloodshed Becomes Terrorism - The New . From Old French terreur (“terror, fear, dread”), from
Latin accusative terrorem (“fright, fear, terror”), from terrere (“to frighten, terrify”), from Proto-Indo-European . Terror
- definition of terror by The Free Dictionary 2 hours ago . In it, La Pierre makes specific reference to “the age of
terror” and goes on to fear-monger over the threat of terror and violence to promote the San Bernardino mass
shooting: FBI probes possible terror ties . 1 hour ago . John Cornyn (R-Texas), who introduced a competing bill
aimed at undercutting the provisions to block those on the terror watch list, warned Terror (@terrorhardcore)
Twitter Europe + UK! The Never Say Die! Tour is only 3 weeks away! Tickets: www.neversaydietour.com 31.10.14
Germany Wiesbaden @ Schlachthof 01.11.14 UK Limbaugh eviscerates medias Farook terror deception 23 hours
ago . Obama: Terror Link Possible In Mass Shooting. US authorities are trying to decipher why a young couple
massacred 14 a holiday party TERROR Listen and Stream Free Music, Albums, New Releases .

